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'Tis the holiday season and throughout Europe the Christmas Markets are about to begin. In
this Featured Journeys, we're exploring luxury hotels in Strasbourg, Stuttgart, and Salzburg.
Recognized for some of the top Christmas Markets in the world, these cities offer a festive
setting to shop for gifts, sip on mulled wine, and nibble on sweet holiday treats.

Visit the Featured Journeys: European Chistmas Market Tour

STRASBOURG, FRANCE

Founded in 1570, Strasbourg's market is the oldest Christmas Market in France. Situated on the
France and German border, the markets here are known for wooden chalets, hot wine, bredele
cakes, and Flammekeuche - a thin pizza with crème fraîche, onions, and bacon.

Explore Strasbourg Hotels

Chateau de l'Ile

Sofitel Strasbourg Grande Ile

Set in a 19th century castle, the property

With a contemporary setting in the

offers traditional Alsatian architecture &

medieval quarter, there's a modern

dining at Winstub de l'ile.

restaurant & compact vineyard.

Check Availability

Check Availability

STUTTGART, GERMANY
Dating back to the 17th century, the Stuttgart Christmas Market has over 280 stalls set amidst
illuminations and gabled buildings. The smell Glühpunsch wine fills the air, and there's a Kinderland
for the little ones.

Explore Stuttgart Hotels

Althoff Hotel Am Schlossgarten
Amidst castle gardens with Michelin star
dining, close to the Köngistrasse.

DORMERO Hotel Stuttgart
Connected to an entertainment complex,
the hotel offers contemporary design.

Check Availability
Check Availability

SALZBURG, AUSTRIA
Providing a smaller and more intimate setting, Salzburg's Christkindlmarkt is one the oldest
markets in Europe. Dating back to the 15th century, less than 100 stalls selling pewter, Lebkuchen,
and loden coats are set in the historic downtown.

Explore Salzburg Hotels

Hotel Sacher Salzburg

Hotel Goldener Hirsch

Overlooking Old Town with traditional

Opened in 1407, the luxury hotel mixes

dining & Austrian coffee house.

Austrian elegance with traditional style.

Check Availability

Check Availability

Visit the Featured Journeys: European Christmas Market Tour

This email was sent to your address because your email preferences are set to receive our updates.
Five Star Alliance offers exclusive perks and amenities, plus great rates at the most comprehensive,
hand-picked collection of luxury hotels worldwide. We're secure, trusted, and highly
recommended.
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